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Abstract 34 

Background:  Human X and Y chromosomes share an evolutionary origin and, as a consequence, 35 

sequence similarity. We investigated whether sequence homology between the X and Y 36 

chromosomes affects alignment of RNA-Seq reads, and estimates of differential expression. We 37 

tested the effects of using reference genomes informed by the sex chromosome complement of the 38 

sample’s genome on measurements of RNA-Seq abundance and sex-differences in expression.   39 

Results: The default genome includes the entire human reference genome (GRCh38), including 40 

the entire sequence of the X and Y chromosomes. We created two sex chromosome complement 41 

informed reference genomes. One sex chromosome complement informed reference genome was 42 

used for samples that lacked a Y chromosome; for this reference genome version, we hard-masked 43 

the entire Y chromosome. For the other sex chromosome complement informed reference genome, 44 

to be used for samples with a Y chromosome, we hard-masked only the pseudoautosomal regions 45 

of the Y chromosome, because these regions are duplicated identically in the reference genome on 46 

the X chromosome. We analyzed transcript abundance in the brain cortex, and whole blood from 47 

three genetic female (46, XX) and three genetic male (46, XY) samples, using both HISAT and 48 

STAR read aligners. Each sample was aligned twice; once to the default reference genome and 49 

then independently aligned to a reference genome informed by the sex chromosome complement 50 

of the sample. We then quantified sex-differences in gene expression using featureCounts to get 51 

the raw count estimates followed by Limma/Voom for normalization and differential expression.  52 

Conclusions: We show that regardless of the choice of read aligner, using an alignment protocol 53 

informed by the sex chromosome complement of the sample results in higher expression estimates 54 

on the X chromosome in both genetic male and genetic female samples and an increased number 55 

of unique genes being called as differentially expressed between the sexes.  56 
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Author summary 59 

The human X and Y chromosomes share an evolutionary origin and sequence homology, including 60 

regions of 100% identity; this sequence homology can result in reads misaligning between the sex 61 

chromosomes, X and Y. We hypothesized that misalignment of reads on the sex chromosomes 62 

would confound estimates of transcript abundance if the sex chromosome complement of the 63 

sample is not accounted for during the alignment step. For example, because of shared sequence 64 

similarity, X-linked reads could misalign to the Y chromosome. This is expected to result in 65 

reduced expression for regions between X and Y that share high levels of homology. For this 66 

reason, we tested the effect of using a default reference genome versus a reference genome 67 

informed by the sex chromosome complement of the sample on estimates of transcript abundance 68 

in human RNA-Seq samples from the brain cortex and whole blood of three genetic female (46, 69 

XX) and three genetic male (46, XY) samples. We found that using a reference genome with the 70 

sex chromosome complement of the sample resulted in higher measurements of X-linked gene 71 

transcription for both male and female samples and more differentially expressed genes on the X 72 

and Y chromosomes. We recommend future studies requiring aligning reads to a reference genome 73 

should consider the sex chromosome complement of their samples prior to running default 74 

pipelines. 75 

 76 

 77 

 78 

 79 

 80 

 81 
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Background  82 

Sex differences in aspects of human biology, such as development, physiology, metabolism, and 83 

disease susceptibility are partially driven by sex-specific gene regulation [1–4]. There are reported 84 

sex differences in gene expression across human tissues [5–7] and while some may be attributed 85 

to hormones and environment, there are documented genome-wide sex differences in expression 86 

based solely on the sex chromosome complement [8]. However, accounting for the sex 87 

chromosome complement of the sample in quantifying gene expression has been limited due to 88 

shared sequence homology between the sex chromosomes, X and Y, that can confound gene 89 

expression estimates.  90 

The X and Y chromosomes share an evolutionary origin: mammalian X and Y 91 

chromosomes originated from  a pair of indistinguishable autosomes ~180-210 million years ago  92 

that acquired the sex-determining genes [9–11]. The human X and Y chromosomes formed in two 93 

different segments: a) one that is shared across all mammals called the X-conserved region (XCR) 94 

and b) the X-added region (XAR) that is shared across all eutherian animals [10]. The sex 95 

chromosomes, X and Y, previously recombined along their entire lengths, but due to 96 

recombination suppression from Y chromosome-specific inversions [9,12], now only recombine 97 

at the tips in the pseudoautosomal regions (PAR) PAR1 and PAR2 [9–11]. PAR1 is ~2.78 million 98 

bases (Mb) and PAR2 is ~0.33 Mb; these sequences are 100% identical between X and Y 99 

[10,13,14] (Figure 1A). The PAR1 is a remnant of the XAR [10] and shared among eutherians, 100 

while the PAR2 is recently added and human-specific [14]. Other regions of high sequence 101 

similarity between X and Y include the X-transposed-region (XTR) with 98.78% homology [15] 102 

(Figure 1A). The XTR formed from an X chromosome to the Y chromosome duplication event 103 

following the human-chimpanzee divergence [10,16]. Thus, the evolution of the X and Y 104 
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chromosomes has resulted in a pair of chromosomes that are diverged, but still share some regions 105 

of high sequence similarity.  106 

To infer which genes or transcripts are expressed, RNA-Seq reads can be aligned to a 107 

reference genome. The abundance of reads mapped to a transcript is reflective of the amount of 108 

expression of that transcript. RNA-Seq methods rely on aligning reads to an available high quality 109 

reference genome sequence, but this remains a challenge due to the intrinsic complexity in the 110 

transcriptome of regions with a high level of homology [17]. By default, the GRCh38 version of 111 

the human reference genome includes both the X and Y chromosomes, which is used to align 112 

RNA-Seq reads from both male XY and female XX samples. It is known that sequence reads from 113 

DNA will misalign along the sex chromosomes affecting downstream analyses [18]. However, 114 

this has not been tested using RNA-Seq data and the effects on differential expression analysis are 115 

not known. Considering the increasing number of human RNA-Seq consortium datasets (e.g., the 116 

Genotype-Tissue Expression project (GTEx) [19], The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) [20], 117 

Geuvadis project [21], and Simons Genome Diversity Project [22]), there is an urgent need to 118 

understand how aligning to a default reference genome that includes both X and Y may affect 119 

estimates of gene expression on the sex chromosomes [1,23]. We hypothesize that regions of high 120 

sequence similarity will result in misaligning of RNA-Seq reads and reduced expression estimates 121 

(Figure 1A & B).  122 

Here, we tested the effect of sex chromosome complement informed read alignment to the 123 

quantified levels of gene expression and the ability to detect sex-biased gene expression. We 124 

utilized data from the GTEx project, focusing on two tissues, whole blood and brain cortex, which 125 

are known to exhibit sex differences in gene expression  [24–26]. Many genes have been reported 126 

to be differentially expressed between male and female brain samples [5–7]. Differential 127 
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expression in blood samples between males and females has also been documented [5,6]. We used 128 

brain cortex and whole blood tissues from three genetic male (46, XY) and three genetic female 129 

(46, XX) individuals for a total of twelve samples evenly distributed among tissues and genetic 130 

sex. We aligned all samples to a default reference genome that includes both the X and Y 131 

chromosomes and to a reference genome that is informed on the sex chromosome complement of 132 

the genome: Male XY samples were aligned to a reference genome that includes both the X and 133 

Y chromosome where the Y chromosome PAR1 and PAR2 are hard-masked with Ns (Figure 1C) 134 

so that reads will align uniquely to the X PAR sequences. Conversely, female XX samples were 135 

aligned to a reference genome where the entirety of the Y chromosome is hard-masked (Figure 136 

1C). We tested two different read aligners, HISAT [27] and STAR [28], to account for variation 137 

between alignment methods and measured differential expression using Limma/Voom [29]. We 138 

found that using a sex chromosome complement informed reference genome for aligning RNA-139 

Seq reads increased X chromosome expression estimates in both male XY and female XX samples 140 

and uniquely identified differentially expressed genes.  141 

 142 
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 143 

Figure 1. Homology between the human X and Y chromosomes where misaligning could 144 

occur. A) High sequence homology exists between the human X and Y chromosomes in three 145 

regions: 100% sequence identity for the pseudoautosomal regions (PARs), PAR1 and PAR2 and 146 

~99% sequence homology in the X-transposed region (XTR). The X chromosome PAR1 is ~2.78 147 

million bases (Mb) extending from X:10,001 to 2,781,479 and the X chromosome PAR2 is ~0.33 148 
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Mb extending from X:155,701,383 to 156,030,895. The X chromosome PAR1 and PAR2 are 149 

identical in sequence to the Y chromosome PAR1 Y:10,001 - 2,781,479 and PAR2 Y:56,887,903 150 

- 57,217,415. B) Using a standard alignment approach will result in reads misaligning between 151 

regions of high sequence homology on the sex chromosomes. C) Using a reference genome that 152 

is informed by the genetic sex of the sample may help to reduce misaligning between the X and Y 153 

chromosomes. In humans, samples without evidence of a Y chromosome should be aligned to a 154 

Y-masked reference genome and samples with evidence of a Y should be aligned to a YPARs-155 

masked reference genome.  156 

 157 

Methods 158 

Building sex chromosome complement informed reference genomes 159 

All GRCh38.p10 unmasked genomic DNA sequences, including autosomes 1-22, X, Y, 160 

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), and contigs were downloaded from ensembl.org release 92 [13]. 161 

The default reference genome here includes all 22 autosomes, mtDNA, the X chromosome, the Y 162 

chromosome, and contigs. For the two sex chromosome complement informed reference 163 

assemblies, we included all 22 autosomes, mtDNA, and contigs from the default reference and a) 164 

one with the Y chromosome either hard-masked for the “Y-masked reference genome” or b) one 165 

with the pseudoautosomal regions, PAR1 and PAR2,  hard-masked on the Y chromosome for 166 

“YPARs-masked reference genome” (Figure 1C). Hard-masking with Ns will force reads to not 167 

align to those masked regions in the genome. Masking the entire Y chromosome for the sex 168 

chromosome complement informed reference genome, Y-masked, was accomplished by changing 169 

all the Y chromosome nucleotides [ATGC] to Ns using sed command in linux. YPARs-masked 170 

was created by hard-masking the Y PAR1: 6001-2699520 and the Y PAR2: 154931044-171 
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155260560 regions. The GRCh38.p10 Y PAR1 and Y PAR2 chromosome start and end location 172 

was defined using Ensembl GRCh38 Y PAR definitions [13]. After creating the Y chromosome 173 

PAR1 and PAR2 masked fasta files, we concatenated all the Y chromosome regions together to 174 

create a YPARs-masked reference genome. After creating the GRCh38.p10 default reference 175 

genome and the two sex chromosome complement informed reference genomes, we indexed the 176 

reference genomes and created a dictionary for each using HISAT version 2.1.0 [27] hisat2-build 177 

-f option and STAR version 2.5.2 [28] using option --genomeDir and --sjdbGTFfile. Reference 178 

genome indexing was followed by picard tools version 1.119 CreateSequenceDictionary [30], 179 

which created a dictionary for each reference genome (Pipeline available on GitHub, 180 

https://github.com/SexChrLab/XY_RNAseq).  181 

 182 

RNA-Seq samples 183 

From the Genotyping-Tissue Expression (GTEx) Project data, we downloaded SRA files for brain 184 

cortex and whole blood tissues from 3 genetic female (46, XX) and 3 genetic male (46, XY) 185 

individuals [19,31] (Additional file 1). The GTEx data is described and available through dbGaP 186 

under accession phs000424.v6.p1; we received approval to access this data under dbGaP accession 187 

#8834. Although information about the genetic sex of the samples was provided in the GTEx 188 

summary downloads, it was additionally investigated by examining the gene expression of select 189 

genes that are known to be differentially expressed between the sexes or are known X-Y 190 

homologous genes: DDX3X, DDX3Y, PCDH11X, PCDH11Y, USP9X, USP9Y, USP9Y, ZFX, 191 

ZFY, UTX, UTY, XIST, and SRY (Figure 2).  192 

 193 
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 194 

Figure 2. Genetic sex of RNA-Seq samples. We investigated gene expression, 195 

log2(CPM+0.25/L), of XY homologous genes, XIST, and SRY in all samples analyzed here from 196 

genetic males (blue squares) and genetic females (orange circles) A) when aligned to a default 197 

reference genome, and B) when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed reference 198 

genome, using HISAT as the read aligner.  199 
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 200 

RNA-Seq trimming and quality filtering  201 

RNA-Seq sample data was converted from sequence read archive (sra) format to the paired-end 202 

FASTQ format using the SRA toolkit [32]. Quality of the samples’ raw sequencing reads was 203 

examined using FastQC [33] and MultiQC [34]. Subsequently, adapter sequences were removed 204 

using Trimmomatic version 0.36 [35]. More specifically, reads were trimmed to remove bases with 205 

a quality score less than 10 for the leading strand and less than 25 for the trailing strand, applying 206 

a sliding window of 4 with a mean PHRED quality of 30 required in the window and a minimum 207 

read length of 40 bases. 208 

 209 

RNA-Seq read alignment 210 

Following trimming, paired RNA-Seq reads from all samples were aligned to the default reference 211 

genome. Unpaired RNA-Seq reads were not used for alignment. Reads from the female (46, XX) 212 

samples were aligned to the Y-masked genome and reads from male (46, XY) individuals were 213 

aligned to the YPARs-masked reference genome. Read alignment was performed using HISAT 214 

version 2.1.0 [27], keeping all parameters the same, only changing the reference genome used, as 215 

described above. Read alignment was additionally performed using STAR version 2.5.2 [28], 216 

where all samples were aligned to a default reference genome and to a reference genome informed 217 

on the sex chromosome complement, keeping all parameters the same (Pipeline available on 218 

GitHub, https://github.com/SexChrLab/XY_RNAseq).  219 

 220 

Processing of RNA-Seq alignment files  221 
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Aligned RNA-Seq samples from HISAT and STAR were output in Sequence Alignment Map 222 

(SAM) format and converted to Binary Alignment Map (BAM) using bamtools version 2.4.0 [36]. 223 

Summaries on the BAM files, including the number of reads mapped, duplicate reads and 224 

unaligned reads were computed using bamtools version 2.4.0 package [36] (Additional file 2). 225 

RNA-Seq BAM files were indexed, sorted, duplicates were marked, and read groups added using 226 

bamtools, samtools, and Picard [36–38]. All RNA-Seq BAM files were indexed using the default 227 

reference genome using Picard ReorderSam [38], this was done so that all samples would include 228 

all chromosomes in the index files. Aligning XX samples to a Y-masked reference genome using 229 

HISAT indexes would result in no Y chromosome information in the aligned bam and bam index 230 

bai files. For downstream analysis, some tools will require that all samples have the same 231 

chromosomes, this is why we hard-mask rather than delete. Reindexing the BAM files to the 232 

default reference genome does not alter the read alignment, and thus does not alter our comparison 233 

between default and sex chromosome complement informed alignment.   234 

 235 

Gene expression level quantification 236 

Read counts for each gene across all autosomes, sex chromosomes, mtDNA, and contigs were 237 

generated using featureCounts [39] for all aligned and processed RNA-Seq BAM files. Female 238 

XX samples when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed reference genome will 239 

show zero counts for Y-linked genes but will still include those genes in the raw counts file. This 240 

is an essential step for downstream differential expression analysis between males and females to 241 

keep the total genes the same between the sexes for comparison. Only rows that matched gene 242 

feature type in Ensembl Homo_sapiens.GRCh38.89.gtf gene annotation [13] were included for 243 

read counting. There are 2,283 genes annotated on the X chromosome and a total of 56,571 genes 244 
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across the entire genome for GRCh38 version of the human reference genome  [13]. Only primary 245 

alignments were counted and specified using the --primary option in featureCounts.  246 

 247 

Differential expression  248 

Differential expression analysis was performed using the limma/voom pipeline [29,40] which has 249 

been shown to be a robust differential expression software package [41,42]. Quantified read counts 250 

from each sample generated from featureCounts were combined into a count matrix, each row 251 

representing a unique gene id and each column representing the gene counts for each unique 252 

sample. This was repeated for each tissue type, brain cortex and whole blood, and was read into R 253 

using the DGEList function in the R limma package [29,40]. A sample-level information file 254 

related to the genetic sex of the sample, male or female, and the reference genome used for 255 

alignment, default or sex chromosome complement informed, was created and corresponds to the 256 

columns of the count matrix described above.  257 

Using edgeR [43], raw counts were normalized to adjust for compositional differences 258 

between the RNA-Seq libraries using the voom normalize quantile function which normalizes the 259 

reads by the method of trimmed mean of values (TMM) [29]. Counts were then transformed to 260 

log2(CPM+0.25/L), where CPM is counts per million, L is library size, and 0.25 is a prior count to 261 

avoid taking the log of zero [43]. For this dataset, the average library size is about 15 million, 262 

therefore L is ~15. Thus, the minimum log2(CPM+0.25/L) value for each sample, representing 263 

zero transcripts, is log2(0+0.25/15) = -5.90.  264 

A minimum of 1 CPM, or the equivalent of 0 in log2(CPM+2/L), in at least 3 samples per 265 

comparison was required for the gene to be kept for downstream analysis. A CPM value of 1 was 266 

used in our analysis to separate expressed genes from unexpressed genes, meaning that in a library 267 
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size of ~15 million reads, there are at least 15 counts in that sample. After filtering for a minimum 268 

CPM, 22,695 out of the 56,571 quantified genes were retained for the brain samples and 14,944 269 

for whole blood, as differential expression between the sexes was run separately for each tissue. 270 

A linear model was fitted to the DGEList-object, which contains the normalized gene counts for 271 

each sample, using the limma lmfit function which will fit a separate model to the expression 272 

values for each gene [29].  273 

For differential expression analysis a design matrix containing the genetic sex of the sample 274 

(male or female) and which reference genome the sample was aligned to (default or sex 275 

chromosome complement informed) was created for each tissue type brain cortex and whole blood 276 

for contrasts of pairwise comparisons between the sexes and between reference genomes used for 277 

alignment. Pairwise contrasts were generated using limma makecontrasts function [29]. We 278 

identified genes that exhibited significant expression differences defined using an adjusted p-value 279 

cutoff that is less than 0.05 (5%) to account for multiple testing in pairwise comparisons between 280 

conditions using limma/voom decideTests vebayesfit [29,40] (Pipeline available on GitHub, 281 

https://github.com/SexChrLab/XY_RNAseq).  282 

 283 

GO analysis  284 

We examined differences and similarities in gene enrichment terms between the differentially 285 

expressed genes obtained from the differential expression analyses of the samples aligned to the 286 

default and sex chromosome complement informed reference genomes, to investigate if the 287 

biological interpretation would change depending on the reference genome the samples were 288 

aligned to (Additional file 5). We investigated gene ontology enrichment for lists of genes that 289 

were identified as showing overexpression in one sex versus the other sex for brain cortex and 290 
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whole blood samples (adjusted p-value < 0.05). We used the GOrilla webtool, which utilizes a 291 

hypergeometric distribution to identify enriched GO terms [44]. A modified Fisher exact p-value 292 

cutoff < 0.001 was used to select significantly enriched terms [44].  293 

 294 

Results 295 

RNA-Seq reads aligned to autosomes do not vary much between reference genomes 296 

We compared total mapped reads when reads were aligned to a default reference genome and for 297 

when reads were aligned to a reference genome informed on the sex chromosome complement 298 

(Additional file 2). Reads mapped across the whole genome, excluding the sex chromosomes, 299 

either stayed the same or increased slightly when samples were aligned to a reference genome 300 

informed on the sex chromosome complement. This was true regardless of the read aligner used, 301 

HISAT or STAR, or of the sex of the sample, XY or XX. To test the effects of realignment on an 302 

autosome, we selected chromosome 8, because it is of similar size to chromosome X. Reads 303 

aligning to chromosome 8 didn’t vary tremendously or at all between aligning to the default versus 304 

sex chromosome complement informed reference for both brain cortex and whole blood tissues 305 

(1,479,544 versus 1,479,584 average number of reads mapped in default versus sex chromosome 306 

complement informed, respectively when aligned using HISAT; Additional file 2). A female XX 307 

brain cortex sample showed the largest chromosome 8 mapped read increase (334 more reads with 308 

HISAT; 608 more reads with STAR) when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed 309 

reference genome using either aligner (Additional file 2). The sample that showed the highest 310 

decrease in mapped reads was a male XY brain cortex sample, which showed 5 fewer reads on 311 

chromosome 8 when aligned to a reference genome informed on the sex chromosome complement 312 

using HISAT read aligner. There was no decrease in chromosome 8 mapped reads when aligned 313 
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to a sex chromosome complement informed reference genome using STAR read aligner for male 314 

or female whole blood samples. Overall, we observed little difference in chromosome 8 mapped 315 

reads but were interested in how reads changed on the sex chromosomes, X and Y, when aligned 316 

to a sex chromosome complement informed reference genome compared to aligning to a default 317 

reference genome. 318 

 319 

Reads aligned to the X chromosome increase in both XX and XY samples when using a sex 320 

chromosome complement informed reference genome 321 

We found that when reads were aligned to a reference genome informed by the sex chromosome 322 

complement for both male XY and female XX brain cortex and whole blood samples, reads on the 323 

X chromosome increased by ~0.13% (1,627 increase in reads out of an average 1,238,463 reads 324 

for chromosome X) when aligned using HISAT.  Reads on the Y chromosome decreased 100% 325 

(46,852 reads on average) in female XX samples and by ~63.43% (52,327 reads on average) in 326 

male XY samples for brain cortex and whole blood when aligned using HISAT (Additional file 327 

2). Similar increases in X chromosome and decreases in Y chromosome reads when aligned to a 328 

sex chromosome complement informed reference was observed for when STAR was used as the 329 

read aligner for both male XY and female XX brain cortex and whole blood samples (Additional 330 

file 2). While we observed tens of thousands of reads aligning to new locations when sex 331 

chromosome complement was taken into account, we also investigated the effect on expression 332 

estimates.  333 

 334 

Aligning to a sex chromosome complement informed reference genome increases the X 335 

chromosome PAR1 and PAR2 expression 336 
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We explored the effect of changes in read alignment on gene expression. There is an increase in X 337 

chromosome PAR1 and PAR2 expression when reads were aligned to a reference genome 338 

informed on the sex chromosome complement and this is true for both male XY and female XX 339 

samples from the brain cortex (Figure 3) and whole blood samples using either HISAT or STAR 340 

as the read aligner (Additional file 6). We found an average of 2.83 fold increase in expression 341 

(1.21 log2 fold increase) in PAR1 expression for female XX brain cortex samples and 2.71 fold 342 

increase in expression (0.95 log2 fold change increase) in PAR1 for male XY brain cortex samples 343 

using HISAT read aligner (Figure 3, Additional file 6, Additional file 7). XTR in female XX brain 344 

cortex samples showed a 1.49 fold increase in expression (0.22 log2 fold increase) and no change 345 

in male XY brain cortex samples. PAR2 showed an average of 2.47 fold increase (0.81 log2 fold 346 

change increase) for female XX brain cortex samples and 2.19 fold increase (0.58 log2 fold change 347 

increase) in PAR2 for male XY brain cortex samples using HISAT read aligner with similar results 348 

for STAR read aligner (Figure 3, Additional file 6, Additional file 7). Complete lists of the 349 

log2(CPM+0.25/L) values for each X chromosomal gene and each gene within the whole genome 350 

for male XY and female XX brain cortex and whole blood samples for when reads were aligned 351 

using the different read aligners and reference genomes are in Additional file 3 and Additional file 352 

4.  353 

 354 
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 355 

Figure 3. X chromosome RNA-Seq alignment differences. We plot log2 fold change (FC) across 356 

A) the entire X chromosome and B) the first 5 million bases (Mb) and show C) average fold change 357 

in large genomic regions on the X chromosome between aligning brain cortex using HISAT to the 358 

default genome and aligning to a sex-chromosome complement informed reference genome. For 359 

log2 FC, a value less than zero indicates that the gene showed higher expression when aligned to 360 

a default reference genome, while values above zero indicate that the gene shows higher expression 361 

when aligned to a reference genome informed by the sex chromosome complement of the sample. 362 

Samples from genetic females are plotted in orange circles, while samples from males are plotted 363 
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in blue squares. Darker shades indicate which gene points are in PAR1, XTR, and PAR2 while 364 

lighter shades are used for genes outside of those regions. 365 

 366 

Regions outside the PARs and XTR show little difference in expression between reference genomes 367 

Intriguingly, regions outside the PARs on the X chromosome, and across the genome, showed 368 

little to no increase in expression when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed 369 

reference genome compared to aligning to a default reference genome (Additional file 7). X and 370 

Y homologous genes showed little to no increase in expression when aligned to a sex chromosome 371 

complement informed reference genome compared to aligning to a default reference genome with 372 

the exception of PCDH11X gene (Additional file 8). PCDH11X showed a 1.50 fold increase (0.58 373 

log2 fold increase) in female XX brain cortex samples with a similar increase, 1.47 fold, (0.55 log2 374 

fold increase) in female XX whole blood samples using HISAT read aligner. A similar increase in 375 

expression for PCDH11X was observed for female XX brain cortex and whole blood samples 376 

when STAR was used as the read aligner (Additional file 8). PCDH11X showed no differences in 377 

expression between reference genomes for male XY brain cortex and whole blood samples when 378 

using either HISAT or STAR (Additional file 8). With noticeable increases in X chromosome gene 379 

expression and decreases in Y chromosome expression when aligned to a sex chromosome 380 

complement informed reference genome, we next investigated how this would affect gene 381 

differential expression between the sexes.  382 

 383 

A sex chromosome complement informed reference genome increases the ability to detect sex 384 

differences in gene expression 385 
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Generally, when comparing gene expression differences between the sexes, we find more genes 386 

are differentially expressed on the sex chromosomes, and fewer, or the same, are differentially 387 

expressed on the autosomes when taking sex chromosome complement into account. At an 388 

adjusted p-value of 0.05 and aligning with HISAT, we find 12 new genes (all on the Y 389 

chromosome) that are only called as differentially expressed between the sexes in the brain cortex 390 

when aligned to reference genomes informed on the sex chromosome complement (Figure 4). 391 

Additionally, we find 49 genes (48 autosomal and 1 X-linked) that are called as differentially 392 

expressed when using a default reference genome for aligning reads that are no longer called as 393 

differentially expressed between the sexes in the brain cortex when aligning to a reference genome 394 

informed by sex chromosome complement (Figure 4; Additional file 9). We observed similar 395 

trends in changes for differential expression between male XY and female XX whole blood 396 

samples using either HISAT or STAR as the aligner (Additional file 9, Additional file 10).  397 

 398 
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 399 

Figure 4. Sex chromosome complement informed alignment calls more sex-linked genes as 400 

being differentially expressed. A) Sex differences in gene expression, log2(CPM+0.25/L), 401 

between the three samples from genetic males and females are shown when aligning all samples 402 

to the default reference genome (left) and a reference genome informed on the sex chromosome 403 

complement (right). Each point represents a gene. Genes that are differentially expressed, adjusted 404 

p-value < 0.05 are indicated in black for autosomal genes, blue for Y-linked genes, and red for X-405 

linked genes. B) We show overlap between genes that are called as differentially expressed when 406 

all samples are aligned to the default genome, and genes that are called as differentially expressed 407 

when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed genome. When aligned to a default 408 

reference genome there were 95 genes that were differentially expressed between male XY and 409 
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female XX brain cortex samples. Of these 95 genes, 49 genes were uniquely called as differentially 410 

expressed when aligned to the default reference genome but were not called as differentially 411 

expressed when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed reference genome. Of the 49 412 

genes, 48 are autosomal and 1 is X-linked, RBM3. When samples were aligned to a reference 413 

genome informed on the sex chromosome complement 58 genes were called as differentially 414 

expressed between the sexes of which 12 were uniquely called in the sex chromosome complement 415 

informed alignment. All 12 uniquely called differentially expressed genes when samples were 416 

aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed reference genome are Y-linked.  417 

 418 

Increased concordance between aligners when informed by sex chromosome complement  419 

When using a default reference genome, and calling genes as differentially expressed between the 420 

sexes, of all genes when aligned using either HISAT or STAR as the aligner, only 46% of genes 421 

called as differentially expressed overlapped between the aligners, HISAT and STAR for brain 422 

cortex. There is 67% concordance in genes being called as differentially expressed for whole blood 423 

between aligners, HISAT and STAR, when samples were aligned to a default reference genome. 424 

In contrast, when aligning samples to a reference genome informed by the sex chromosome 425 

complement, we find increased concordance in all tissues for the set of genes called as 426 

differentially expressed between the sexes when aligned using either HISAT or STAR (Additional 427 

file 9).  428 

 429 

Using sex-linked genes alone is inefficient for determining the sex chromosome complement of a 430 

sample  431 
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The sex of each sample was provided in the GTEx manifest. We investigated the expression of 432 

genes that could be used to infer the sex of the sample. We studied X and Y homologous genes, 433 

(DDX3X/Y, PCDH11X/Y, USP9X/Y, ZFX/Y, UTX/Y), and XIST and SRY gene expression in 434 

male XY and female XX brain cortex and whole blood (Figure 2). Both males XY and females 435 

XX are expected to show expression for the X-linked homologs, whereas only XY samples should 436 

show expression of the Y-linked homologs. Further, XIST expression should only be observed in 437 

XX samples and SRY should only be expressed in samples with a Y chromosome. Using the 438 

default reference genome for aligning male XY and female XX brain cortex and whole blood 439 

samples, we observed a small number of reads aligning to the Y-linked genes in female XX 440 

samples, but also observed clustering by sex for DDX3Y and XIST gene expression (Figure 2). 441 

Male XY samples showed expression for DDX3X and DDX3Y (greater than 5 log2(CPM+2/L). 442 

Female XX samples showed expression for XIST (greater than 2.5 log2(CPM+2/L) and male XY 443 

samples showed little to no expression for XIST (less than 0 log2(CPM+2/L). In contrasts to the 444 

default reference genome, when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed reference 445 

genome, samples cluster distinctly by sex for DDX3Y, PCDH11Y, USP9Y, ZFY, UTY, and XIST 446 

all showing at least a 2.5 log2(CPM+2/L) difference between the sexes (Figure 2).  447 

 448 

Discussion 449 

The Ensembl GRCh38 human reference genome includes all 22 autosomes, mtDNA, the X 450 

chromosome, the Y chromosome with the Y PARs masked, and contigs [13]. The Gencode hg19 451 

human reference genome includes everything with nothing masked [45]. Neither Ensembl or 452 

Gencode human reference genomes are correct for aligning both XX and XY samples. The sex 453 
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chromosome complement of the sample should be taken into account when aligning RNA-Seq 454 

reads to reduce misaligning sequences.  455 

Measurements of X chromosome expression increase for both male XY and female XX 456 

brain cortex and whole blood samples when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed 457 

reference genome versus aligning to a default reference genome (Figure 3). There was a minimum 458 

1.6 fold increase in expression for the genes in PAR1 and PAR2 for all samples (male and female) 459 

when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed reference genome (Figure 3; Additional 460 

file 7). We see that the XTR has a minimum 1.35 fold increase in expression for female brain 461 

cortex and whole blood samples, when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed 462 

reference genome compared to a default reference genome, but no change in males. This is because 463 

XTR is not hard-masked in the YPARs-masked reference genome, which is used to align male XY 464 

samples. The XTR shares 98.78% homology between X and Y but no longer recombines between 465 

X and Y [15] (Figure 1A) and is therefore, because of this divergence, not hard-masked when 466 

aligning male XY samples. A comprehensive table for mean expression values for regions of the 467 

X chromosome and X chromosome gene expression in default and sex chromosome complement 468 

informed alignment is in additional file 7 and additional file 3, respectively. Given striking 469 

increases in measurements of X chromosome expression, we further investigated the effect of sex 470 

chromosome complement informed alignment on differential gene expression between the sexes.  471 

Differential expression results changed when using a sex chromosome complement 472 

informed alignment compared to using a default alignment. When aligned to a default reference 473 

genome, due to sequence similarity, some reads from female XX samples aligned to the Y 474 

chromosome (Figure 2; Figure 4). However, when aligned to a reference genome informed by the 475 

sex chromosome complement, female XX samples no longer showed Y-linked gene expression, 476 
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and more Y-linked genes were called as being differentially expressed between the sexes. This 477 

suggests that if using a default reference genome for aligning RNA-Seq reads, one would miss 478 

some Y-linked genes as differentially expressed between the sexes (Figure 4). Furthermore, these 479 

Y-linked genes serve in various important biological processes, thus altering the functional 480 

interpretation of the sex differences. GO enrichment analysis of genes that are more highly 481 

expressed in brain cortex male samples than females, when samples were aligned to a default 482 

reference genome, were genes involved in germline cell cycle switching and mitotic to meiotic 483 

cell cycle (Additional file 5). However, when these samples were aligned to a sex chromosome 484 

complement informed reference genome, genes upregulated in males were enriched for positive 485 

regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter in response to heat stress and GO 486 

component of specific granule lumen, which are secretory vesicles of the immune system [44].  487 

The choice of read aligner has long been known to give slightly differing results of 488 

differential expression due to the differences in the alignment algorithms [42,46]. When using a 489 

default reference genome for alignment we find discordance between HISAT and STAR in which 490 

genes called as differentially expressed between the sexes. However, we find increased 491 

concordance between HISAT and STAR, when using a sex chromosome complement informed 492 

reference genome (Additional file 9). Differences between HISAT and STAR could be contributed 493 

to differences in default parameters for handling multi-aligning reads [27]. We show here that the 494 

choice of read aligner, HISAT and STAR, will have less variance on differential expression results 495 

if a sex chromosome complement informed reference genome is used for aligning RNA-Seq reads.  496 

Ideally, one would use DNA to confirm presence or absence of the Y chromosome, but if 497 

DNA sequence was not generated, one would need to determine the sex of the sample by assessing 498 

expression estimates for Y-linked genes. To more carefully investigate the ability to use gene 499 
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expression to infer sex chromosome complement of the sample, we examined the gene expression 500 

for a select set of X-Y homologous genes, as well as XIST, and SRY that are known to be 501 

differentially expressed between the sexes (Figure 2, Additional file 11). SRY is predominantly 502 

expressed in the testis [47,48] and typically one would expect SRY to show male-specific 503 

expression. In our set, we did not observe SRY expressed in any sample, and so it could not be 504 

used to differentiate between XX and XY samples (Figure 2, Additional file 11). In contrast, the 505 

X-linked gene XIST was differentially expressed between genetic males and genetic females in 506 

both genome alignments (default and sex chromosome complement informed) for the brain cortex 507 

and whole blood samples. XIST expression is important in the X chromosome inactivation process 508 

[49] and serves to distinguish samples with one X chromosome from those with more than one X 509 

chromosome [23]. However, this does not inform about whether the sample has a Y chromosome 510 

or not. For X-Y homologous genes, we do not find sex differences in read alignment with either 511 

default or sex chromosome complement informed for the X-linked homolog. When aligned to a 512 

default reference genome, female XX samples showed some expression for homologous Y-linked 513 

genes, so only presence/absence of Y-linked reads alone is insufficient to determine sex 514 

chromosome complement of the sample (Figure 2, Additional file 11). That said, the samples 515 

broadly segregated by sex for Y-linked gene expression using default alignment. However, the 516 

pattern was messy for each individual Y-linked gene. Thus, if inferring sex from RNA-Seq data, 517 

we recommend using the estimated expression of multiple X-Y homologous genes and XIST to 518 

infer the genetic sex of the sample. Samples should be aligned to a default reference genome first 519 

to look at the expression for several Y-specific genes to determine if the sample is XY or XX.  520 

Then samples should be realigned to the appropriate sex chromosome complement informed 521 

reference genome. Independently assessing sex chromosome complement of samples becomes 522 
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increasingly important as karyotypically XY individuals are known to have lost the Y chromosome 523 

in particular tissues sampled, as shown in Alzheimer Disease [50], age-related macular 524 

degeneration [51], and in the blood of aging individuals [52]. Self-reported sex may not match the 525 

sex chromosome complement of the samples, even in karyotypic individuals. 526 

 527 

Conclusion 528 

Here we show that aligning RNA-Seq reads to a sex chromosome complement informed reference 529 

genome will change the results of the analysis compared to aligning reads to a default reference 530 

genome. We have previously observed that a sex chromosome complement informed alignment is 531 

important for DNA as well [53]. A sex chromosome complement informed approach is needed for 532 

a sensitive and specific analysis of gene expression on the sex chromosomes [1]. A sex 533 

chromosome complement informed reference alignment resulted in increased X chromosome 534 

expression for both male XY and female XX samples. We further found different genes called as 535 

differentially expressed between the sexes, and identified sex differences in gene pathways that 536 

were missed when samples were aligned to a default reference genome. We additionally identified 537 

that there is greater concordance between read aligners, HISAT and STAR, in the genes that are 538 

called as differentially expressed between the sexes when samples were aligned to a sex 539 

chromosome complement informed reference genome. The accurate alignment of the short RNA-540 

Seq reads to the reference genome is essential to drawing reliable conclusions from differential 541 

expression data analysis on the sex chromosomes. We strongly urge future human RNA-Seq 542 

analysis to carefully consider the genetic sex of the sample when aligning reads, and have provided 543 

a framework for doing so (https://github.com/SexChrLab/XY_RNAseq).  544 

 545 
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Additional files   554 

Additional file 1. Sample IDs. RNA-Seq brain cortex and whole blood tissue samples from 3 555 

genetic female (46, XX) and 3 genetic male (46, XY) individuals were downloaded from the 556 

Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project [19,31] for a total of 12 RNAseq tissue samples.  557 

 558 

Additional file 2. Table of mapped read statistics for default and sex chromosome 559 

complement informed alignment. Total reads mapped in brain cortex and whole blood female 560 

XX and male XY samples for when reads were aligned to a default reference genome and for when 561 

reads were aligned to a reference genome informed on the sex chromosome complement. Total 562 

mapped reads for HISAT and STAR as the read aligner. The difference in reads mapped between 563 

sex chromosome complement informed and default alignment is shown to the right of the mapped 564 

reads statistics for each tissue and aligner used. Chromosome Y and chromosome X show the 565 

highest degree of difference between default and sex chromosome complement informed 566 

alignment were chromosome Y always decreased in total mapped reads and chromosome X always 567 

increased in total mapped reads when using a sex chromosome complement informed alignment.  568 

 569 

Additional file 3. X chromosome gene expression values per sample, aligner and reference 570 

genome used for alignment. CPM values for male XY and female XX brain cortex and whole 571 

blood samples when aligned to a default and sex chromosome complement informed reference 572 

genome for chromosome X. A text format of CPM values are available on GitHub, 573 

https://github.com/SexChrLab/XY_RNAseq. 574 

 575 

Additional file 4. Whole genome gene expression values per sample, aligner and reference 576 
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genome used for alignment. CPM values for male XY and female XX brain cortex and whole 577 

blood samples when aligned to a default and sex chromosome complement informed reference 578 

genome for the whole genome (1-22, MT, X, Y and non-chromosomal). A text format of  CPM 579 

values are available on GitHub, https://github.com/SexChrLab/XY_RNAseq. 580 

 581 

Additional file 5. Gene enrichment analysis of genes that are more highly expressed in one sex 582 

verses the other sex for when samples were aligned to a default or sex chromosome complement 583 

informed reference genome using either HISAT or STAR.  584 

 585 

Additional file 6. X chromosome expression differences between default and sex chromosome 586 

complement informed alignment. X chromosome gene expression differences between default 587 

and sex chromosome complement informed alignment. Increase in expression when aligned to a 588 

sex chromosome complement informed reference genome is a log2 fold change (FC) > 0. A 589 

decrease in expression when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed reference 590 

genome is log2 FC < 0. Female XX samples are indicated by red and pink circles for PAR1, XTR, 591 

and PAR2 genes and for all other X chromosome genes respectively. Blue and light blue squares 592 

represent male XY samples. Blue squares indicate which gene points are in  PAR1, XTR, and 593 

PAR2 and light blue squares are for genes outside of those regions. Differences in X chromosome 594 

expression between reference genomes for male XY and female XX samples aligned using HISAT 595 

for the whole X chromosome and the first 5Mb are shown for the brain cortex (A and B, 596 

respectively), and the whole blood (C and D, respectively). Differences in X chromosome 597 

expression between reference genomes for male XY and female XX samples aligned using STAR 598 

for the whole X chromosome and the first 5Mb are shown for the brain cortex (E and F, 599 
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respectively), and the whole blood (G and H, respectively). 600 

 601 

Additional file 7. X chromosome regions mean and median expression values. X chromosome 602 

regions PAR1, PAR2, XTR, XDG, XAR, XCR mean and median CPM expression for male XY 603 

and female XX brain cortex and whole blood samples when aligned to a default or sex chromosome 604 

complement informed reference genome for HISAT and STAR.  605 

 606 

Additional file 8. Gene expression for XY homologous genes. X chromosome expression for 26 607 

X and Y homologous genes. Difference in gene expression for when male XY and female XX 608 

brain cortex and whole blood samples were aligned to a default and sex chromosome complement 609 

informed reference genome. Little to no difference in gene expression between default and sex 610 

chromosome complement informed reference genome alignment was observed for 25 of the 26 X 611 

and Y homologous genes for both male XY and female XX brain cortex and whole blood samples 612 

using either HISAT or STAR. PCDH11X showed a 1.50 and 1.47 fold increase in expression for 613 

brain cortex and whole blood, respectively in female XX samples using HISAT read aligner with 614 

similar results for STAR. XY male brain cortex and whole blood samples showed little to no 615 

differences in gene expression between reference genomes for the 26 X and Y homologous genes 616 

using either HISAT or STAR. 617 

 618 

Additional file 9. Differentially expressed genes between the sexes that were uniquely and 619 

jointly called between reference genomes. Genes that are differentially expressed between the 620 

sexes, male XY and female XX, for brain cortex and whole blood samples. Differentially 621 

expressed genes that are uniquely called when using either the default or sex chromosome 622 
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complement informed reference genome and differentially expressed genes that jointly called 623 

between the reference genomes.  624 

 625 

Additional file 10. Gene expression differences between male XY and female XX samples. 626 

Sex differences in gene expression for brain cortex and whole blood samples for when samples 627 

were aligned to a default reference genome and a to a reference genome informed on the sex 628 

chromosome complement. Showing sex differences in gene expression between reference 629 

genomes used for alignment and for when samples were aligned using HISAT and STAR.  630 

 631 

Additional file 11. Genetic sex of RNA-Seq samples. Gene expression log2(CPM+0.25/L) for 632 

select XY homologous genes and XIST and SRY for when reads were aligned to a default 633 

reference genome A) and C) using HISAT and STAR, respectively and for when reads were 634 

aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed reference genome B) and D) using HISAT 635 

and STAR, respectively. Male XY brain cortex and whole blood samples are shown in blue squares 636 

and female XX brain and blood samples shown in red circles.   637 
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